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Living is a constant

Radiation

process of deciding

and growth:

what we are going to do. Jose Ortega y Gasse1

Incoherent

imprinting from inappropriate irradiation.
Agencc
Fran.ce-Press:
The Transportation
Securit}'
Administrlltion (TSA) began rolling out (uJl-body S~
at US
airports in 2007, but stepped up deplO'JoTnentoftbc dc\'itC$ this
year wh..'TI!>1imulusfunding made it possible to buy another 450
of the IId,'anccd mging
tcdlnOIogy scanners. Oo\e'mme'li
officials ha\'e said thai the scannen have b«n tested and meet
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safety standards. But Captain David BatC$. ~sidtnl
of the
AJJiro Pilots Associatioo. which represents pilots at American
Airtines, urged members to 1I\'oid the full.body scaMCr. '1\0
pi10t tit Americlln Airlines shouJd subject 1hemscl"(:1; to the
needlessprivacy invasionand potentialhealth risks ctlUSedb)the body scanner; he said in a leller this month, "Neh was
obtained by AFP. A group of scicnlisLS al lbe Unhersily Q{
California. San Francisco (UCSF) raised cooccms 800m the
"potential scnous health risks" from the SCttnnefSin II letter sent
to the White House Office of Science and Tcchnol~'
in April.
BiochemistJohn $edat andhis collcilgt'C$
snid in the Jetterthat
most of the cncrgyJiom tbc StaMtn is delivered to the ~kin 11M
undertving tissue. "Wbile the dose would be safe if it were
distributed throughout the volume of the entire body, the dose lO
the sbn may be dangerously high," the)' \\TOte, The scientisls say
the X-rays (:QUIdpose: a risk to C\~'OOC from ua:wclers O\'<:rthe
age of 65 to pregnant y,omen and their unborn bab~,
10
HIV-positi,'e tnwckrs, cancer patients and men, "Mcu's sexual
organs arc exposed to the X-rays. The st.in is \'tI) thin there
Love exnJainc:d,

Beginning in 1944, the US government
conducted a series of 250 experiments in which
large amounts of radioactive material were
released into the atmosphere, to study the e!Iects
of radioactive isotopes on people, as part of a
program to develop weapons that would kill or
sterilize populations.
When hydrogen bombs were produced in the
1950s, the US public was told that these weapons
would make nuclear war safe, because they were
"clean," since fusion didn't produce tll<: toxic
isotopes produced by fiss;on bombs. However,
Immense quantities of natural uranium 238 were
induded in those bombs, with the result that they
produced extremely radioactive fallout. This was
kept secret from Americans, but the Soviets were

able to detennine the composition of the bombs
by sampling the air that circled the world.
The US Atomic Energy Commission collected
informat;on on the radioactive isotopes 1n human.
animal, and plant tissues from around the world,
in the secret project called "Project Sunshine," for
the purpose of learning how many bombs could
be exploded withot killing the entire world's
population.
Thomas Edison, who had begun working with
x-ray machines in 1895, became an opponent of
their use after 1903, when one of his employees
died of cancer that began in his hands and anns.
By the 19305, many people outside the medical
profession were warning that diagnostic x-rays
could cause accelerated aging, heart and circulatory disease, and birth defects, as well as causing
cancer and leukemia. This public awareness of
the danger of ionizing radiation was the reason
that the government felt obliged to lie about the
natUre of the bombs and their effects on people
and the envtronment. Many people, even in the
US, were as~ing the govenunent to stop the bomb
tests, and to discuss nuclear disannament. Two
members of the US Congress (Senator Morse and
Congressman Porter, both of Oregon) introduced
bills in 1957 to stop the tests, but most congressmen. and President Eisenhower, believed that the
US would be able to achieve a degree oft""lmical
advantage that would permit them to eliminate
the Soviet Union in a first strike. This plan wa.<;
closely involved witb the need to study the effects
of radioactive fallout on people and crops. The
highest military officials were still pressing for a
first strike in the 19605(Douglas, 2008).
Science professors, including Linus Pauling.
and some high school teachers tried to educate the
public about the biological effects of radiation,
but the US government mohilized effectively
against them, for example by sending FBI agents
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to make inquiries that implied that they were
"disloyal citizens." Linus PauJing's passport was
revoked because of his efforts to infonn the
public.

At the same time,

the Atomic

Energy

Agency and other branches of government, and
the corporations that were involved in manufac~
turing bombs and nuclear power reactors, were
employing experts to assure tbe public that joniz.
ing radiation was absolutely hannless, below a
certain level of intensity. the threshold at which
harm would suddenly begin, and that below that
dosc, it could even be biologically beneficiaL
John Gofulan was one of the most .isible

of

those government employees who argued that
there was no basis for suspending atmospheric
bomb tests. As the C<Hiiscoverer of protactinium.
232,
uranium.232,
protactinium.233,
and
uranium.233. who later became a medical doctor,

he was a favorite ()f

the

nuclear

agencies for

convincing the public that ionizing radiation was
nothing to be feared.
In an interview several years ago, Gofman said
"I was "upid in those days. In 1955, '56, people
like Linus PauJing were saying that the bomb
fallout would cause all this Irouble. I thought,
We're not sure. if you're not sure, don't stand in
the way of progress.' I could not have thought
anything more stupjd in my life
"The big moment in my life happened while I
"'as giving a health lecture to nuclear engineers.
In the middle of my talk it hit me' What the hell
am I saying? If you don't know whether low doses
are safe or not. gojng ahead is exactiy \\Tong. At
that moment, I changed my position entirely."
"There is no way 1 can justify my failure to
help sound an alann over these activities many
years sooner than I did. I reel that at least several
hundred scientists trained in the biomedical aspect
of atomic energy-myself
definitely included-are
candidates for Nuremburg.type
trials for crimes
against humanity tor our grOS5 negligence and
inesponsibility. Now that we know the hazard of
low-dose
radiation,
the
crime
,s
not
experimentatjon~~it's murder."
Many ordinary people were making exactly
that argument in the 1950s, but govenunenl
censorship kept the most incriminating evidence
from the public. The climate of intimidalion
I

spreadthroughoutthe culture,with largenumbers
of dissenters,especiallybetween1950and 1965.
losing theirjobs in government,schools, universi.
ties. and industry.Now.theincreasingnumbersof
penple who don't want x.rays are still treated as
crackpots.
Probably because of this continuing political.
cultural situation, Gofman's recommendationsin
recent years have been very mild..simply for
doctors10usegoodteclutology andto know what
they are doing, which could lead to a ten.fold or
even hundred-fold dose reduction in diagnostic
x.rays. Even with such mild restraintin the use of
diagnostic x.rays, Gofman's well founded
estimate is that 250,000 deaths caused by radia.
tion could be prevented annually. I believe many
more deaths would be prevented if ultrasound and
MRI were used consistently instead of x~rays.
Using Gofman's estimate, I think wecanblameat
leastten million deaths onjust the medical x.rays
that have been used inappropriately because of
the policies of the U.s. government in the last half
century. That wouldn't include the deaths caused
by radioactive faltout from bomb tests and leaks
from nuclearpowerplants,or thevast numbersof
people mentally impaired by all sorts of toxic
radiation.
In the 1950s. many people helieved that
Gofman was just anothergovernmentwhore, like
the other prominent scientists who supported
atmospheric
tests and argued against the "linear.
no threshold" model of radiation damage.His
description of a sudden recognition of the
irrationalityof his position is a powerful iIIustra.
tjoo of the way an authoritarianculturecan affect
the thought processes, but as far as I know
Gofman nevertriedto explain his bizarresubser.
vience to the socia1~political-economic power
structure of US society. Most of his contemporaries failed to reconsjdertheir actions andpolicies.
Someof thesurvivorsfrom that periodare
continuing to pollute the discussion of the
biological effects of radiation. Hired by the
nuclearindustryto present lectures to theirstaft:
as well as to the public. they publish articles in
books and magazines sponsored by the nuclear
industry, and appear in advertisements for the
industry.
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For more than 50 years, the arguments of the
pro-radiationfactions have centeredon a few
situations, illustrations, and anecdotes that they
know are effective propaganda,because each one
consists of little more than a single image. These
situationsarepredictably
usedto convince people
thatrad1ation
exposureis hannless:A tripin an
airliner.or hving in Denver, exposes a person to
hundredsof times more radiationthanJiving near
a nuclear reactordoes; 8 sheet of ordinarypaper
stops a beam of radiation;living in homes with
high mdon levels prevents lung cancer; living in
radjoactive apartments in Taiwan prevented
96.5% of cancers;workersto the nuclearindustry
have a lower incidence of cancerthan other
workers.
These perennial arguments are now being
used to sell rad10activerocks to cure cancer. The
ideaof "radiationhormesis,"that a small amount
of mdiation is positively good for the health, is
even being popularized by internet sites such as
Dr. Mercola's.
To counter those propaganda images, the
people who want to urge caution with ionizing
radiationhave discussed the processes that are
known to occur when a certa;ntype of radiatlon
interacts with a certain type of substance, and
have pointed out that, despite the large amount of
knowledge that exists, the specificity of these
intemetions and the complexity of the living
substance mean that science has only begun to
understand the biological eITects of radiation.
While emphasizing the fragmentary nature of the
science, a few of these people havespent years
collecting the best informationavailable on the
hcalih eITectsof mdiation in a few well defined
situations
Ernest Stemglass is occasionally mentioned
by the nuclear apologists, as a complete quack
who hasn't done anything of value, and that he
contradictsthe authoritativeconclusjons of 1. D.
Luckey. Anyone who actually reads some of
Stemglass's books and articles, and then
examines Luckey's work, will understand the
situation. Stemglass presents a large amount of
very meaningful data, and he also describes the
actions of governmentandindustryofficials who
have made great eITons to hide dangerous

information.
Luckey repeatedly cites a few
propaganda pieces as if tliey contained valid data,
which they don't. And Luckey is apparently the
best that the industry can oITer.
When a physicist compares the radiation
received from cosmic rays in Denverto the radia.
tion from military or industrial nuclear fission
products, implying that the "smaller dose" from
artificial sources is less harmful "'becauseit's
much smaller," he is lying. A mdioactive particle
that decays in the body dehvers

mo~1 of its energy

to the tissues, but external mdiation of very high
energy, such as cosmic rays, gammarays,or very
high voltage x,mys, delivers a smaller proportion
of its energyto the tissues.
The person who demonstrates that a beam of
"mdiation" (which consists of alpha particles) can
be stopped by a sheet of paper is illustmting the
sort of thing that happens when fission occurs
within the body. If an alpha particle is released
inside the body, its energy will be absorbed in a
very short distance, causing very great damage in
a small region (Hei, et al., 1997).
People whose houses are chronically contaminated with increased levels of mdon gas don't
have an abnormally high incidence of lung
cancer. But why would radon be expected to
cause lung cancer? It's fat soluble, and it concentrates in fat tissues, bone marrow,and the brain
and other nerves. Its concentration is about 10
times higher than normal in the brains of
Alzheimer's and Parkinson's disease patients
(Momcilovic & Lykken, 2007), and maps of the
incidence of Alzheimer's disease in the US
coincide with maps of radon emissions. People
who talk about the negative association of lung
cancer with radon exposure clearly aren't interested in learning the harmful effects of mdon
exposure.
The original anicle about the radioactive
apartmentsin Taiwan, whose occupants hadonly
3.5% as many cases as would be expected from
the mtc in the general population, was written by
W. L. Chen and 13 co-authors. Chen and at least
12 of his ro-authorswere closely associated with
the nuclearindustry or the military. The article
gives no definite infonnation about the distribution of the radiationwithin the apartments,about
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the general health and mortality rate of the
residents, or about the ages of the tenants. The
article was published in the Journal of the
Association of American Physicians and
Surgeons. (This magazine was formerly named
Medical SendneL) The New York Times
described AAPS as an "ultra.right.wing
..
political-economicratherthan a medical group,"
and most of the articles are advocating extreme
economic and politica13ct10n. Yet most of the
people whoarguethat Chen's article is evidence
of the harmlessness,or beneficialeffects, of radiation, including 1. D. Luckey, list it in their references, as if were a scientific report.
Even the mainstream professional journals
haven't had a good record for objectivity. R. E.
Alexander, a former chairman of the Health
Physics Society's public relationscommittee, told
the society's board of directors that Ernest
Stemglass's work had led to publicity that was
damaging to the nuclear industry. He said that the
"basic publicity objective" of the Society was '~o
let the public know that due to a frankly acknowl.
edged need, we have a new technology, health
physics, which will permit them to enjoy the
benefits of nuclear energy safely." Facts about the
hannful effects of radjationwereharmful to the
Society. but "\,,"hilewe try to avoid publicizing
papers that do not contribute to our basic objec.
tive, there is no way to prevent such publicity
absolutely."
From my own experience, 1 think that kind of
deferenceto economic interestsis common in the
majorscience journalsin all fields.
Another journal that serves the industry is
Radiation PrQtectionManagement.
One of the CUfTentauthors in RPM is Mark
Han, who mentions how he tries to prevent his
audience from thinking''this guy must work for
the government." He arranges to have himself
introduced as a person who is displaying his
personal collection of antiques (radioactive
antiques), and that he has taken his vacation time
to presentthe lecture.
"This demonstrated that 1 was not being paid
by the Laboratory (La"Tence National Radiation
Lab] to give the talk." "/ make a point of separat.
ing the contents of my presentation from

whatever

the stance of my employer may be on this subject.
I point out that the information that / will present
is not my perspective
nor the result of any
research that / have conducted: / am only present.
ing a 'book report: a very elaborate book report
with examples on display that are integrated into
the talk. I am presenting the very same infonnation that the audience can read for themselves. To
this end the presentation

encompasses

the range

of authors from Gofman (linear hypothesis)
to
Luckey (hormesis) and ties historical experience
to the common understanding of radiation and
radioactivity."
"We must also remember that
credibility is lost if the audience is taken too far,
too fast.» "For instance, tell an audience that more
people have died in the United States from
airbags than died at the Chernobyl accident."
Hart's comment on the linear hypothesis:
"This conservative approach was adopted assuming any amount of radiation would put a person at
a quantifiable risk. There is bttle direct evidence
of this, and there is disagreement about its veracity, even among radiation professionals." His use
of the word "veracity" in relation to evidence

1mplies that some professionals are lying about
the evidence,

but his context makes it clear that

he is referring to people like Gofman.
In 1959, / suggested that my students, reading
about the effects of radiation, should notice who
the authors worked
for. It was immediately
obvious to lthem that government
employees
never mentioned that radiation could be hannful
The people in the various professions who
insist that "small'. amounts of radiation are
perfectly safe, or beneficial,
seldom say much
about the mechanisms involved in the hann or
benefit of radiation. They suggest that the ioniz.
ing radiation st1mulatesmechanisms that repair
damaged genes, when it damages them, or that it

"stimulates the immune system." The very old
idea, developed more than 80 years ago, that
radiation's biological effect is produced exclu.
sively by causing genetic damage,continues tobe
centraltotheirthinking. This view dominatesthe
thinking of dentists and physicians, as well as
those in the business of "protect1ng public
health."
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At the beginning of the 20th century (e.g., HJ
Muller, 1910, 1921) when nothing was known
about the physical or chemical natUte of "the
gene," many biologists committed themselves to
the belief that "the gene is the basis oflife."(Ann
Rev of Genetics vol. 2:1-10, 1968,G. Ponteeorvo,
Hennann Joseph Mullet; page 1). When it was
discovered that x~rays producedmutations it
seemed obvious that it was because they changed
the "genes," and later when genes came to be
identified with DNA, it was believed that radiation had its biological effects because of its
effects on DNA, which continued to be thought of
as "the basis oflife."
The idea is that at the momentradiationis
absorbed by a tissue, a DNA-gene is damagcd, or
not Studjesof DNA in isolation have contributed
to some mistaken ideasabout radiationsafety~ at
one time the mere !\i7eof the DNA molecule was
thoughtto determinean organism's sensitivity to
radiation.In living cells, according to the older
explanation, if the amount of DNA damage isn't
100great, it will be repaired, and the radiation \ViII
have had no effect at all. A greater amount of
DNA damage might be incorrectly repaired,
producinga mutation,that could produce cancer,
or, if the gonads were exposed to radiation, an
inherited defect could be produced. Any damage
would be instantaneousand local, andthe repair
wouldtakeplacewithin minutes or hours,so by
analyzing the DNA (usually just looking for structund changes in chromosomes). the degree of
damage could be detennined soon after the
exposure.
This localized. "genetic" explanation for the
hannfu) effects of radiationwas the predominant
ideology of Anglo-American biology. William
Bateson. who promoted the genetic doctrine of
Gregor Mendel, and his followers such as Charles
Davenport, wanted to deny absolutely the possibility that ~nvironmental influences couldinOu.
encc traits such as intelligence; each trait was
detennined by a gene. At the same I1mc, 19021914, Theodor Boveri was explaining the fonnation of cancer by radiation or chemical
cardnogens in tenns of an induced imbalanceof
chromosomes,producedby changes in the process
of cen division. The sorting of chromosomes

during cell division became unstable under the
influence of various harmful factors.Boverisaw
that disturbing the chromosomes of an embryo
could cause cells to stray out of their nonnal
developmental path, and reasoned that this is
similar to what happens in cancer-a disorganization of cellular interactions.But William Bateson
didn't acknowledge that chromosomes carried
genetic infonnation until 1922, and his influence
great1yretardedAnglo-American study of the
biology of chromosomes, and of canccr.
This old idea (Boven's) of genomic or
chromosomal instabilily has become central to
undcrstanding the real effeets of radiation on
organisms. The fact that bacteria and other singlecen organismscontain DNA isn't enoughto allow
themto be cons1dered
as modelsfor understanding the biological effeets of radiation, becausc thc
exi~tence of morecomplex organismsdependson
the coordination of cells, based on signals and
perception
of whoJes.Thenatureandthe quality
of our development depends on the degree of our
cells' vigor and sensitivity in respondingto,
maintaining, and creating our long.range coherence. The soning of chromosomesis one of the
processes affected by the cells' basic vitalily.
On the intracellular level. organization and
sensitivity depend first on the interactions of
water. electrons. and proteins,supportedby the
modifying effects of carbon dioxide, sugars, fats,
nucleic acids, salts, and other substances. The
cruc1al rel,'tllatory processes occur within a
narrowrange of energy changes. Interactinycells
communicate their needs by excitatory signals
that mobili7.e other parts of the system to make
adaptations.Excitatorysignals imposedarbitrarily
from the outsideon the adapting organism can
create a state of arousal without a defined
purpose, meaning that in the absence of a goal
that can be achieved, the excited state may
ex.pend resources that could have been used
productivelyin other ways.
lonizmy radiation is one source of such
misleading excitatory signals, and even apart
from its ionizing effects, it is Jikelyto transmit
enough extraneous excitation to the delicately
balanced living stateto change its organization
and sensitivity.
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This protective action of progesterone against
radiation imphes that X-rays have "estrogenic"
cffectS on the body. This had previously been
demonstrated very literally, when it was found
that irradiating any pan of the body of a femaie
animal caused it to go into estTUS,behaviorally as
well as physiologically and biochemically.
Toxic heavy metals can also sensiti7--C
anima1s
to radiation (and some metals. such as cadmium.
have estrogenic eITccts). Stress of any sort tends
to increase the fonnation of estrogen, and estrogen activates many mediators of inflammation.
Forty years ago, all carcinogens were
dogmatically considered to be mutagens, but
gradual1ythe idea of hnon4genotoxiccarcinogenesis" has been reeogni7.ed,along with the idea of
genetic instability. Estrogen is typical of this type
of carcinogen. Heat exposure, "'serum stalvation,"
and the tumor microenvironment aTeexampte~ of
non.genotoxic factors that can induce the instabil.
ity (Li, ot al., 2001). If the local enviromnent of
the nJrnOTis carcinogenic, the tumor could grow
by "induction h of defects in nonnal cells, rather
cancer, when in 1971 SegalolT and Maxfield
showed that they are synergistic. Irradiation than just by multiplication of its own cells. (1 havc
proposed that carbon monoxide produced by a
produced cancer mueh more quickly when the rats
tumor could be a factor in the enlargement of the
had been treated with estrogen. In 1973, Segaloff
treated 3 groups of rats, (I) with estrogen and tumor, by induction of stress in surrounding
cells.)
radiation (ROOR of X-rays to half of the body), or
When destabilizing factors are transmitted
(2) with estrogen. radiation and progesterone, or
from eoll$ that were damaged, for example by
(3) with jll<tradiation and progesterone. As in the
irradiation, t6 other cells that weren't exposed to
earlier experiment, many tumors quickly appeared
the radiation, but wJijch then undergo changes
on the side of thebodythat
received the radiation
.
similar to those of the exposed cells, these
in most of the ammals of group I, but in group 2
ehanges are called "bystander elTects." Besides
only one eighth as many tumors appeared in the
animals that received progesterone. Ynthe third being transmitted from one part of the body (0
another. for example from the head to the reprogroup. no tumors appeared in the irradiated
ductive organ5, these effects can even be transmit.
animals that rcceived progesterone...
ted from one animal to another, for example from
fish exposed to f'.ldiation to other fish which enter
watcr after the exposed fish have been in it
(Mothersill, et aI., 2007). Serotonin has been
identified as one of the substances transmitting
the elTect (Ponn, et aI., 2(07). In some situations,
the transmitted factors include nitric oxide and
r:
In "persistent" free radicals (Harada, et al. 2(08).
j..
It &I "II) 14141"
Besides transmitting the destabilizing effects
Qart I. Cww t. diet-=i~~:'~et
pia radiatiO'll through spa.., the eIT~ts can also be transmitted
(radiatedside);C_l. diedlyblilbatrol<bolcstCTOI
pdkt ~us ,.diatjo" through time. Between 1988 and 1992, people
When a man receives ionizing radiatiQn to the
head (T.mminh et al., 2(08), his spenns .re
destabilized in sueh a way that they are able to
carry the instability with them into the fertilized
ovum and the developing olTspring,inereasing the
risk of developing leukemia.
Leonell Strong, who had studied genetics with
TH. Morgan and began breeding a str.,;n of
cancer~pronemice in 192J tor use in cancer and
genetic rcscarch, gradually began thinking in
terms of environmentally induced genetic instabil.
ity. Excessiyc estrogen, and changes in the
metabolism of the liver were the t\vo factors that
he focused on. He found that if a pregnant cancerprone mouse received injections of a liver extract,
several generations of the descendants would be
free of cancer. The genetic instability that caused
them to reliably develop mammary cancer was an
inherited metabolic condition which could be
corrected by a metaboHc treatment.
It had becn known for severnl decades that
both estrogen and ionizing radiation produced
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sUIVivedthe atomic bomb in Hiroshima in
I 1945 were tested for signs of inflammation, and
their leukocyte counts, erythrocytesedimentation
rate, alplJa-1 globulin, alpha-2 globulin, and sialic
acid 1evelswere increased in proportionto the
amount of radiation they had been exposed to
(Neriishi, et aI., 2001). Twenty years after people
were exposed to radiation by working at the
reactorsite afterthe accident at Chemobvl. their
blood serum was comparedto that of peop1ewho
weren't exposed. Serum from the exposed
workerscaused chromosome
damage and loss of
viability in test cells (Marozik, et aI., 2007).
G. Csaba's idea of hormonal imprinting is that
a patternis fonned in the cytoplasmin responseto
the environment. and that this pattern can be
pas..<;ed
from generationto generationjf it is useful
(Csaba, 1986). The persistent bystander and even
transgenerationaleffect$ of radialion can be
thought of as a kind of negative imprinting, a
disruption of useful cytoplasmic patterning. The
nutcome of any cellular destabilization can be
influenced by manythings. even yearsor generations later.Evenseemingly nonnal identicaltwins
andc10nedanimalshaverecognizab1edifferences,
resulting from slight instabilities in the imprintable factors that regulate development (Dolinoy,
et al., 2007; Weidman, et al., 2007; de Montera, et
al., 2010; Wong, et al., 2010; Zwijnenburg, et al.,
2010).
Prenatal or neonatal exposure to extreme1y
small amountsof the estrogenic substancesused
in plastics, nonylphenol and bisphenol-A, have
been tound to greatlyincrease adultsensitivity to
estrogen (Wadia, et aI., 2007; Soto, et aI., 2008).
The synergy of estrogen and ionizing radiation
suggests that early exposure to either could
increaseadultsensitivityto both.
The bystander etlects include alterations in
energy metabolism (Nugent, et al., 2010),
movement, mitosis, and celhdar orientation or
perspective. Cells have different degrees of mobility, 'rom muscle and bone cells to leukoc)1eS,and
the integrity of the organism depends on the
appropriatenessof their movements.Cells have to
know wherethey are, and \vhcn, to coordinate
their activities in space and time, knowing not

only when to divide, but exactly how to orient the
directionin whichthe division w11loccur.
Although I consider every cell to be a potential stem cell, it's helpful to consider the nature of
the "stem cell function" in a general sense. The
cells in the basal layer of the skin or intestine, for
example, are well known slem cells. With each
division. one daughtercell stays in placea.~a stem
cell, while the other migrates toward the surface,
as a differentiatingand functioning replacement
cell. (In the brain, cells migrate from a zone
around the ventricles into the bmin.) This is an
asymmetric division, which must be oriented
exactly, so that the basaJ layer continues to
contain stem cells, ratherthandifferentiatedcells.
The extracellular matrix surrounding the "stem"
cens participates in the orientation of the
asymmetricaldivision. Withoutproperorientation
of the cell and its matrix, tissue renewal would
fail.
In the 1920s and I930s, when the idea of
developmental fields guided many areas of
research, numerous biologists considered that
electrical and electromagnetic fields interacted
with chemical processes, pennittingcells to sensitively regulate their size, shape, orientation,and
interactionswith their sUIToundings.W.F. Koch.
Alexander GuIVich, Albert Szent-Gyorgyi, and
G.W. Crile did many experiments demonstrating
the biological effects of electrons and photons,
but in the spiritof reductionismcorporatescience
bitterly rejected their work for several decades. A
few groups have been bringing their ideas up to
date, in ways that help to understand bys1ander
effects,
lingering
inflammatory
effects,
imprinting,transgenerationa1
effects. and that
suggest new types oftherapy.
Gurvich. and more recendy many others
including FA Popp, have demonstrated that
nonnal cells emit weak photonsin the visible and
ullrdviolet spectrum. Popp's laboratory has
demonstrdted that DNA can "store photons," by
forming stable excited electronic states between
nucleotidebases. Excited states in proteinscan be
transmitted
to other proteins(Lardinois,
et aI.,
2003), and the water close to proteins can
maintainthe excited states of electronsproduced
by oxygen over long periods of time (Marcheuini,

restoring them to their nonnal resting or ground
state. In a solid material,such as a seed or hairor
bone, excited electrons "ill persist for a long time
(hours in the seed and hair, years in bone), but
"ith a brief exposure to red light, they will return
to their nonnal state.
This beneficial effect of the red component of
sunlight helps to keep plants from being
sunburned. If the red light is removed from
sunlight, even the blue light by itself is quickly
Duringthe night.
toxic to their mitochondria.
excited states and photons, but they are distinct
animals' respiratory enzymes lose some of their
from those produced
in normal metabolism.
effectiveness, possibly from the effects of random
Deeply penetrating ionizing radiation is a unique
source of random excitation of electrons. contrib-.
lipid peroxidation, and red light restorc> their
activity.
uting to the burden of random stimulation.
In the normal metabolic oxidation and reducHeat stress and increased pH contribute to the
t10n. orderly electrical fields are generated, and generation of random electronic excitation, and
light is protective in plants, partly by allowing
the polarity of these fields is closely related to the
alignment of the parts of the cell that regulate carbon dioxide to he produced. In all cells, CO2
movement and cell division. When an external helps to control the general electronic state,
lowering the pH and protecting the essential
electrical field is applied experimentally, the
centrosome, Golgi body, microtubulesand other molecules from random excitations. oxidations.
and
reductiollS.
parts of the cell align themselves with the field,
Undernaturalconditions, cosmic raysare an
the cytoplasm streams, and the cells migratc
towardthe externalcathode.
imponant source of randomelectrical excitations.
Injured cells behave like cathodes, producing At high altitude, their high energy causes them to
thestronglynegative"injurypotential."Intensely have a low "linearenergy transfer:' LET, affect.
stimulatedcells producea similar field, and it has ing tissues only slightly as they pass through, and
been known for many years that brain cells will at sea level the secondaryand tertiary rays
migratetowardanareaof exdtation.Butdisori- produced from the collisions of primary cosmic
rays with tlie atmosphere have a higher LET,
ented cells don't migrate appropriately.
Since the normally oriented ficlds are
which is probably responsible for the lower
maintained by metabolically excited electrons,
mortality from cancer and heart disease at high
and govern the quality of tissue renewal, the altitude. But the lower oxygen pressure at high
random electronic and light activity produced by altitude, and greaterretention of carbon dioxide
lipid peroxidation and other toxic processes in the tissues. \vould also reduce the tissue
threatenthe basicorganizationof the animal or damage from radiation.
There 3fe two species of bacteria that can
plant. Vitamin C and the intrinsic"antioxidants"
protect againstthese elel,1:ronicdisturbances,and withstandextremelylarge doses of ionizing radiacan reverse some of the bystander effects tion, and carbon dioxide seems to be the cruda)
factor in the ability of ~ir proteins to function,
produced
by rudiat10n and other stresses.
Even ultraviolet light can produce electronic
even when their DNA has been fragmented by
intense ionizing radj3tion.
excitation and bystander etIects that destabilize
The recognition ofthe coherence ofthe organcells, but, unlike gammaraysand x.rays, ultraviolet light doesn't penetrate deeply into the body. In ism on the molecular and electronic level makt:S
it
clear
why there can be no threshold of safety for
visible light, it is only the red componentthatcan
ionizing radiation, but it also suggests new
pass deeply into the tissue, and it happens that red
light is able to "quench" many excited electrons,

et aI., 2010; Voeikov,

2001, 2002, 2007; Voeikov

& Malenkov, 1971, Voeikov, et al., 2003).
Enzymic reactions in normal metabolism can
create a variety of excited electronic states v.mch
contributc to the store of photons and electrical
fields. In plants. light creates an excited electronic
state in chlorophyll, which is used metabolically,
generating cellular fields similar to those in
animals. The random processes of free radical
oxidations in unstable lipids can also create

approaches to preventing and treating the developmental and degenerative diseases.
Meanwhile, people in the US are being
offered CAT scans to "detect early signs of heart
disease" in a test that '1akes only 20 to 30
minutes," and for other trivial reasons, with the
approval of state radiation regulators, and without
interference from the FDA. Hundreds of people
recently experienced loss of hair in a stripe around
their head after having x.ray scans, when their
doctors intentionally used high doses to get
clearer images. Paralysis and dementia are likely
to follow in a few years, but few doctors recognized their bizarre hair loss as an indication of
radiation poisoning. Many hospitals use low
voltage x-rays for mammograms, with high LET
and increased carcinogenicity. to get better
images,
In California, where hundred~ of the de~truc.
tive head scans were done, tort refonn Jaw means
that noneconomic damages for medical malpractice are limited to $250,000, from which a
successful litigant would have to pay the lawyer.
Premature death or dementia would he likely to
precede any legal victol)'.
The culture that has made these bizarre
medical radiation exposures )X)ssibJe is being
sustained and expanded every time your dentist or
physician explains the safety of "digital x-rays;'
or "dual photon bone scans," or mammograms.
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